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 This dissertation provides insight into the compositional and string techniques used in  
Salvatore Sciarrino’s Sei Capricci for solo violin. Each of the six chapters provides an analysis 
and performance guide for a caprice. A diagram of the score analysis for each caprice is included 
at the end of each chapter. In addition to the examination of Sciarrino’s original techniques for 
violin, caprices that make references to Paganini’s 24 Caprices for solo violin are discussed. 
Salvatore Sciarrino is an Italian composer (b. 1947) whose use of untraditional hushed sounds 
has become his signature compositional style. His innovative use of instrumental techniques – 
key taps for flute, vertical bow motion on strings, air flow into a brass instrument without sound 
resonance – has broadened the sound world for instruments and voice. Nonetheless, Sciarrino’s 
reverence for the traditions of classical music are visible in his music by way of formal structure, 
motivic construction, or indirect quotes.  
 This study will help violinists approach the score of Sei Capricci by illuminating formal 
structures, fingering patterns, and repeated motives throughout each caprice. A side-by-side 
comparison of musical figures from Sciarrino’s Sei Capricci and Paganini’s Twenty-four 
Caprices for solo violin shows many striking similarities, further making Sciarrino’s work more 
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For most connoisseurs of 20th century solo violin repertoire, masterworks by Bartók, 
Ysaÿe, Prokofiev, and Stravinsky immediately come to mind. Composers in the second half of 
the century have remained dedicated to writing for the violin as a solo instrument, adding new 
textures and techniques to the instrument along the way. In the 1970s, a solo violin work by 
Italian composer Salvatore Sciarrino explored an entirely new way of using the violin.  Today, 
Sciarrino’s Sei Capricci still stands out for its innovative approach to violin technique and sound.  
Despite being a regular feature at contemporary festivals all over the world since the 
1970s, few studies have been written about Sciarrino’s string music, which includes two violin 
concerti, four pieces for solo violin, two solo viola works, two violin/viola duos, one solo cello 
work, a cello duo, a cello concerto, a string trio, and ten string quartets. Sei Capricci, with its 
unparalleled demands for string playing, has more recently emerged as a calling card for 
virtuosic violinists. Of the ten commercial recordings available of Sei Capricci, five were 
recorded just in the last decade. Violinists such as Miranda Cuckson (faculty at The New School 
Mannes School of Music) and Ari Streisfeld (founding member of the world-renowned JACK 
Quartet and faculty at University of South Carolina), who have built a substantial career 
performing technically demanding contemporary repertoire, are concertizing with Sei Capricci 
and teaching the piece in their violin studios. Although general descriptions of the collection of 
caprices have been written, no in-depth analytical study has been published about Sciarrino’s Sei 
Capricci.  
Over the last four decades, Salvatore Sciarrino has developed a signature sound in which 
micro-noises surrounded by silence take center stage. Because quietness is used as a timbre, 
many commercial recordings combine the music of Sciarrino with composers associated with 
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spectral music such as Iannis Xenakis and Karlheinz Stockhausen, although their composition 
styles are drastically different. However, despite the distinct sound world Sciarrino’s 
compositions create, the pieces are shaped by motives, patterns, and even semblances of 
traditional musical forms. Specifically, for instrumentalists, Sciarrino utilizes varied articulation 
such as key taps, knocks, airy tremolos, and harmonics to create a delicate sound that barely 
penetrates the natural sounds in the environment. Like Luciano Berio’s Sequenza VIII (1977), 
Sei Capricci places difficult physical demands on a violinist with sharp, jagged contrasts and 
difficult combinations of extended left hand and bow techniques. Although Sei Capricci has been 
around for over forty years, it has yet to be welcomed as a standard part of the violin repertoire 
like other 20th and 21st century pieces by Witold Lutosławski, Arvo Pärt, and Astor Piazzolla. 
The difficult technique and dizzying score of Sei Capricci, when decoded, unveil an unmatched 
work in violin repertoire that moves by motivic gestures and gives respectful nods to Paganini’s 
Twenty-four Caprices for solo violin. This thesis aims to provide an analytical and performance 
guide to the piece, providing an approach to the work that is manageable and comprehensible.  
Born in Palermo, Italy in 1947, Sciarrino began composing at the age of twelve and held 
the first public performances of his compositions at age seventeen. Acknowledging his lack of 
formal music training, he has said, “…the first time I walked into a conservatory it was to 
teach.”1 He credits the simultaneous discovery of the last sonatas and quartets of Beethoven with 
the introduction to the collections of Anton Webern, Stockhausen, and Luigi Nono by his brother 
as an early influence in life. The unsupervised exploration of romantic and modernist styles 
during his formative years allowed Sciarrino to maintain a flexible and open-minded attitude 
																																																								
1 Alessandro Cassin, “In Conversation with Salvatore Sciarrino.” The Brooklyn Rail, Oct 6, 
2010. 
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towards composition techniques. Certainly, being in the audience of the contemporary music 
festivals in Palermo played a part in Sciarrino’s early compositional style. According to Sciarrino 
himself, his mature musical style began to emerge after 1966, and he considers all previous 
works to be “student” compositions. By his twenties, Sciarrino had already displayed a distinct 
sound that favored quiet noises and sounds using extended instrumental techniques.  
Sciarrino’s works from the 1970s are often grouped together with other composers of the 
postwar avant-garde style such as Xenakis, Stockhausen, and Brian Ferneyhough. Like 
Stockhausen, whose concept of music was “spiritual food,”2  Sciarrino’s music creates a new 
experience for most listeners and forges a different path to create sound. As he describes it 
himself, his work is not concerned with the connection between sounds in his compositions, but 
rather the blend between the sonic elements and the surrounding environment.3 The intensity of 
his music is forged by the relationship between a sonic element and a listener. And in pursuing 
this relationship, Sciarrino maximizes the effect of whispers and barely audible noise in his 
music. In Sciarrino’s detailed scores, he shares with Ferneyhough the penchant for 
unpredictability and spontaneity, acknowledging the role performers play in each and every 
performance of a piece. Sciarrino has quoted a Chinese proverb – “When enjoying a garden, 
remember that it is only the gardener who walks straight down the path”4 – when discussing his 
music.  
Chance in music was explored by a number of twentieth-century composers, most 
notably John Cage, who incorporated philosophies from the Chinese oracular book I ching into 
																																																								
2 David Paul, “Karlheinz Stockhausen.” SECONDS, 1997. 
3 Alessandro Cassin, “In Conversation with Salvatore Sciarrino.” The Brooklyn Rail, October 6, 
2010. 
4 Andrew Clements and Tom Service, “Black hole visions.” The Guardian, June 7, 2001. 
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his compositions. For Cage, opportunities for random chance in music were provided during the 
compositional stages by tossing a coin or throwing dice. In other cases, chance was provided in 
each performance by giving the performer freedom of choice in aleatoric pieces. The latter 
technique was used by Pierre Boulez, Stockhausen, Berio, Lutosławski, and Earle Brown and is 
still used by composers of today. Xenakis, on the other hand, took account of random objects 
surrounding him, the size of different pebbles for example, to create strict mathematical 
equations which would dictate his notation. Sciarrino has, through interviews, alluded to his 
method of using a diagram to plot the outcome of each composition. 
I began using diagrams in 1962 and used them since for the organization and the 
physiognomy of my music. I have used symbolic, numeric, geometric, or visual 
diagrams as the case may be. Composing with diagrams is now widely accepted, 
but once I was seen as an eccentric.5 
 
Although he plans the shape of his compositions at the start, Sciarrino’s hallmark string notation 
leaves room for chance when it comes to sound and pitches. The nearly constant use of natural 
harmonics up to, and at times above, the sixth partial and non-traditional tones around all parts of 
the fingerboard combined with a variety of bow techniques forces the performer to let go of the 
expectation for a “perfect” performance of all the correct pitches and sounds. For example, the 
first caprice of Sei Capricci opens with a series of traditionally notated natural harmonics. This is 
a difficult task in that it is paired with a ricochet bow stroke, one that easily distorts pitches with 
the slightest off-balanced landing.  
 
																																																								




Ex. i: Sciarrino Caprice No. 1 (opening) 
 
Following this opening, Sciarrino takes the same harmonic figure and repeats it in an ascending 
glissando to the highest parts of the fingerboard.  
  
Ex. ii: Sciarrino Caprice No. 1, ascending ricochet glissando (p. 1, line 1 of Caprice No. 1) 
 
Sciarrino asks for high partials, which are extremely difficult to make speak, and for a glissando 
at the same time. Traditionally, the definition of the glissando technique is a slide from one pitch 
to another, or a rapid slide up or down a musical scale.6 In the case of this piece, Sciarrino asks 
the violinist to slide up a half-step per gesture while bouncing between all the strings of the 
instrument. Given that the timing of the glissando and accelerando are left up to the performer, 
this notation leaves the exact notes and sound impossible to replicate in subsequent 
																																																								
6 George Grove and Eric Blom, Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians (New York: St. 
Martin’s Press, 1968), 182. 
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performances. Throughout the caprices, Sciarrino asks for many combinations of violin 
techniques where precision and exact repetition are impossible tasks, such as the rapid and brief 
oscillation symbol used in Caprices No. 4 and 6:  
  
Ex. iii: Sciarrino Caprice No. 4, rapid pitch oscillation (p. 1, line 6 of Caprice No. 4) 
 
*Sciarrino’s directions for the oscillation symbol: The greatest number of possible oscillations in the prescribed 
duration; execute on the bridge with a wide and nervous vibrato, but without pressure.  
 
Ex. iv: Sciarrino Caprice No. 6, rapid pitch oscillation (p. 3, line 1 of Caprice No. 6) 
	
	
In a performance, it is up to the violinist to determine the exact relationship between the 
oscillation width and speed. A faster oscillation lessens the width, while a wider oscillation 
reduces the speed, lowering the number of oscillations within the allotted time. 
Sciarrino’s unique sound-scape has received attention from music festivals and 
journalists, bringing his repertoire to adventurous instrumentalists and audiences. There are 
many interviews with the composer, detailing his thoughts and philosophy on sound and music. 
Additionally, Sciarrino’s aesthetic, style, and instrumental extended techniques are introduced in 
books and articles devoted to contemporary music and  techniques. While there are dissertations 
and articles analyzing the piano, flute, and vocal works of Sciarrino, there has not been a detailed 
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study of any of his works for violin. This thesis aims to analyze Sei Capricci’s use of patterns, 
whether they be motives, cells, or fragments of traditional musical form in order to aid a 
violinist’s understanding of the work. Focal points will be the innovative techniques demanded 
of the violinist, notes seen in the score verses notes heard, and strategies for conquering the 
seemingly-random arrangements of cells.  
Niccolò Paganini’s fiery charisma, superlative technique, and tender lyricism made him 
the reigning superstar of his day. Unmatched by other violinists, he cultivated an image that 
perpetuated myths about collaborating with Satan or being possessed by the devil. Paganini 
performed his own compositions, pieces filled with technical challenges that only he could 
conquer such as staccato ricochet, extreme string crossings, retuning the violin (scordatura), and 
left-hand pizzicato, among many others. These techniques themselves were not innovative, but 
Paganini elevated the demands to new heights. Even as a set, his 24 Caprices (1802 – 1817) were 
not original, following the twenty-four cadenza or capricci sections of Pietro Locatelli’s 1733 
L’Arte del violino and the Twenty-four Caprices of Pierre Rode published in about 1815. While 
Rode’s caprices are each composed in a different key, Paganini’s caprices each focus on a 
specific technique. 
Paganini’s Twenty-four Caprices have inspired a vast number of compositions since their 
creation. Both Robert Schumann and Franz Liszt created virtuosic arrangements of the caprices 
for piano, and composers from the last two centuries have created sets of variations based on the 
theme from Paganini’s Caprice No. 24, including Johannes Brahms, Sergei Rachmaninov, 
Witold Lutosławski, and violinists Nathan Milstein and Eugene Ysaÿe. Countless others, 
including Jörg Widmann and George Rochberg, have given a nod to these caprices with their 
composition title and by including the spirit, virtuosity, and lyricism of Paganini. It is not 
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surprising that Sciarrino, who has a history of paying tribute to great repertoire from the past, 





















Chapter 1: Caprice No. 1 
Sciarrino’s Caprices are miniatures in comparison to Paganini’s Caprices. However, 
Sciarrino employs recognizable gestures to reference his predecessor. The musical reference is 
clear from the beginning of Sei Capricci; Sciarrino’s first caprice is modeled on Paganini’s 
Caprice No. 1. The shape of the arpeggiation and bow ricochet (Example 1.1) are an obvious 
homage to Paganini’s opening caprice, although the harmonic language and use of left-hand 
technique is drastically different. 
 
Ex. 1.1: Paganini Caprice No. 1, opening 
 
This tribute to Paganini is, in fact, also a salute to Locatelli, whose Capriccio from 
Concerto IV features the same figure. The gesture of opening with this ricochet figure is a nod to 
the history of the capriccio for solo violin. 
 




Beyond this symbolic opening, there are several more ways in which Sciarrino alludes to 
Paganini’s First Caprice.  Between the ricochet passages that are featured throughout the 
Caprice, Sciarrino places either an ascending figure that crawls up to the highest regions of the 
violin fingerboard or a descending figure, usually accompanied with an accelerando marking 
(Example 1.3). This figure loosely follows the same shape as the interludes between Paganini’s 
opening motives. 
  
Ex. 1.3: Paganini Caprice No. 1 (mm. 7 – 12) 
 
Traditionally, although not marked in the manuscript, performers of Paganini’s Caprice 
No. 1 employ both a crescendo and an accelerando as they ascend and descend through mm. 7 – 
12. These stylistic traditions are the markings that Sciarrino writes in his score for his ascending 
and descending passages. 
Another feature in Paganini’s first caprice is a short ascending ricochet figure, two 
staccato sixteenth notes that break up the sea of thirty-second notes leading up to a significant 
cadence. Sciarrino does not mimic this figure exactly, but instead recreates this hiccup with a 
quick glissando to a non-tone.  
  




Ex. 1.5: Sciarrino Caprice No. 1, ascending ricochet figure (p. 1, line 4) 
 
Sciarrino’s written dynamics in Caprice No. 1 reference a traditional performance of 
Paganini’s Caprice No. 1. In the first four measures of Paganini’s Caprice, performers echo the 
repeat of the opening figure, starting from the second half of measure 1. In his first Caprice, 
Sciarrino puts a p echo at the end of the first line, and again near the middle of the third line.  
Additionally, the hairpins that Sciarrino matches with the ascending and descending line vary, 
much like how the ascending and descending passages in Paganini vary dynamically depending 
on harmony. While these dynamics may not be a direct reference to Paganini’s Caprice, it is a 
reference to historic tools in music.  
Sciarrino ends his first caprice with one final descending ricochet after a long pause. This 
is strikingly similar to the end of Paganini’s first caprice, where the continuous motion of thirty-
second notes halts for a moment with two dramatic chords in measure 76, traditionally 
performed with a broadened tempo and length on the last eighth rest, before quickly arriving at 
the end.  
  




Ex. 1.7: Paganini Caprice No. 1 (mm.76 – end) 
 
Analysis of Caprice No. 1 
It is important to note that the majority of solo string repertoire since the nineteenth 
century incorporates harmonics as a special sound or texture against the regular notes that make 
up most of the piece. The opposite is true of Sciarrino’s compositions for strings. Thus far into 
my research, I have not found a widely used term for notes that are not harmonics, and so for the 
purposes of this paper, I will be labeling notes that are produced with the left-hand fingers 
pressed firmly into the fingerboard as “solid-tones”. Sciarrino’s first caprice uses two main 
motives, a group of arpeggiated chords made up of natural harmonics and another group made up 
of notes that are neither solid-tones nor harmonics, but rather are in between. The fingers of the 
violinist lightly touch strings like a harmonic but do not land on a node where a natural harmonic 
would speak. What results is a hint of the sounding pitch with string noise – squeaky, crunchy, 
unclear sounds. The arpeggiated motives of natural harmonics only reach up to the sixth partial 
and must all be played in the lower positions on the violin. Sciarrino takes great care to put 
together arpeggios that can all be played in one position. He uses the same bow technique 
employed in Paganini’s First Caprice, an obvious nod to the master. The ricochet of the bow as it 
crosses from low to high strings on the down-bow and the return to the lowest string on the up-
bow is a difficult yet common string technique. Sciarrino pushes boundaries here by demanding 
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the technique in the opposite direction – ricochet from high to low strings on a down-bow and 
return to the high string on an up-bow*. 
 
 
        *backwards ricochet 
 
Ex. 1.8: Sciarrino Caprice No. 1, backwards ricochet (opening) 
 
As can be seen from the attached score, the entire caprice consists of the alternation 
between these two motives. In the score (Example 1.10), I have designated the natural harmonic 
motives with numbers and the non-natural harmonic motives, which do not produce a traditional 
tone, with letters. In contrast to the natural harmonic motives, the non-natural harmonic passages 
– though arpeggiated in similar fashion – consistently employ a traditional ricochet direction, at 
times with the addition of a glissando and accelerando. 
Sciarrino does use patterns in the Caprices that can be likened to chord progressions, but 
his music is definitively non-tonal. Of the natural harmonic gestures that begin the First Caprice, 
only six distinctively different groups appear. For this analysis, I determined that gestures were 
part of the same group if there were three similar notes. The reason for this is that Sciarrino only 
changes the lowest note in groups, whether they are the first note or the middle notes of the 
gesture. Arrangements of groups 1, 2, 3 and 4 make up most of the first two lines of the natural 
harmonic gesture of the caprice and again in the third line of page 2. A loose ABA' form can be 
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used to organize this piece with a coda to finish. Each section, then, is made up of the two 
gestures discussed regarding this caprice. 
Of the arpeggio gestures with a single note change, Sciarrino often uses a solid non-
harmonic tone, which together form a sort of cantus firmus using a pentatonic collection of B-
flat, C, E-flat, F, G. As indicated in the attached score, I have circled the solid-tone notes that 
Sciarrino has dispersed throughout the caprice. Below is a figure of those notes written out 
consecutively. The long notes indicate the passages of half-harmonic tone gestures that occur 
between the natural harmonic motives. 
 
Ex. 1.9: Sciarrino Caprice No. 1, solid-tone notes 
 
The appearance of note A at the end of the caprice might suggest a dominant chord leading to the 
final G. However, in the context of the entire caprice, is this tune audible? As much as it is 
possible to be brought out by the performer, the cantus firmus notes are a ghost of modality 
present in the caprice. I will address this in a performance guide to learning and performing 




Performance Guide for Caprice No. 1 
 As daunting as the score looks, Sciarrino was quite deliberate about putting his gestural 
motives together in a way that fits idiomatically for the violinist. Each group of natural harmonic 
arpeggios can be played across the four strings in one position. He uses the same six group 
patterns and returns to the first four groups often, mimicking a theme. Knowing the groups 
greatly eases the process of learning the piece, as for the most part one can always play a group 
in the same position with the same fingerings. However, small alterations of one, and rarely two, 
notes are made to some repeated groups. Usually these alterations will be a change in octave or a 
solid-tone note. Again, here Sciarrino inserts changes that will not alter the ease of playing a 
group in one position. As mentioned above, the solid-tone notes form an interesting cantus 
firmus. Are these notes heard? Should these notes be brought out? Sciarrino often employs 
historic techniques in his writing along with references to old works. In contrast, however, his 
sound world consistently teeters between silence and quiet sound, hiding any traces of traditional 
form. 
In the first motive, which is always marked a tempo, Sciarrino outdoes Paganini by 
reversing the direction of the bow ricochet, as mentioned earlier. This makes the rhythm rather 
rigid because the ricochet from the top string to the low string (down-bow) and back up to the 
top string (up-bow) works against gravity and is much more difficult than the opposite ricochet 
direction. In the second gesture motive, Sciarrino asks for a glissando as the hand needs to move 
up the fingerboard far beyond fourth position. This direction allows room for a different sound in 
each performance as the nature of a glissando does not allow for all of the harmonics to sound. 
In any case, partials at seven or higher are difficult to make audible, even in the most ideal 
situation, because the finger must be placed on microtonal nodes. Composer Marc Sabat charts 
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the node on the A string of each partial and its sounding pitch (Diagram B).7 With the addition of 
the glissando and ricochet (not to mention the accelerando), the possibility of hitting all of the 
pitches evaporates. Beyond that, Ari Streisfeld (who performed Caprice No. 1 for Sciarrino) 
recalls that the composer placed great importance on beginning and ending the sweeping gesture 
at niente, an extremely difficult feat.  
 The last technical spot in the First Caprice is the upward glissando to a C# grace note 
(Example 1.5). This glissando can only be heard by stopping the bounce of the bow from the 
ricochet. The quickest way to do that is to change the direction of the bow. This will also allow 
the bow to be ready for the next arpeggio ricochet, which naturally all violinists will want to start 
on a down-bow. The difficult aspect of this is to avoid an accent on the bow change and to begin 
the slide up before the sound of the up-bow. Sciarrino emphasizes the importance of hearing this 
glissando, marking senza dim to ensure that the slide is better heard than the landing-note. In this 



















7 “Natural Harmonics Above a Violin A String.”: Music and Writings, 
http://www.marcsabat.com  (accessed June 18,  2017). 
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Ex. 1.11: Natural Harmonics Above a Violin A-String 
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Chapter 2: Sciarrino Caprice No. 2 
Analysis of Caprice No. 2 
While Caprice No. 1 unfolds rhapsodically with a familiar motive from Paganini’s 
Caprices, Sciarrino’s second caprice uses gestures to echo a form deeply embedded in the 
traditions of classical music. Caprice No. 2’s opening phrases (P1 and P2) are hypnotic and 
calming, with the volume starting and returning to nothing, recalling meditative breathing or 
ocean tides. 
 
Ex. 2.1: Sciarrino Caprice No. 2, opening phrases 
 
To add to the serenity of the opening, Sciarrino uses groups of natural harmonics to form 
diatonic intervals of major seconds, major and minor thirds, and perfect fourths. 
A detailed look at the first section of Caprice No. 2 shows a clear division into three 
phrases, as shown in	Example	2.15. Sciarrino uses the opening gestures repeatedly in the first 
section of this caprice, even as short extraneous figures become increasingly disruptive to the 
meditative movement of the swells. One can clearly see, in Figure 2.2, that the phrases create a 





P1 – P2 – P1 fragmented material P1 – P2 – P1 
Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 
 
Ex. 2.2: Sciarrino Caprice No. 2, phrase structure for Section A 
 
The first period evokes familiar musical language by using a parallel structure common in the 
baroque and classical eras. 
 
 
Ex. 2.3: Sciarrino Caprice No. 2, first period 
	
As the music progresses, Sciarrino’s expession marks are particularly helpful for comprehending 
and conveying the phrase structure. A breath mark (’) printed in the score communicates a need 
for time before the second period. The reappearance of the opening gesture in the third line is 
paired with rinforzando, thus marking the third period of section A. This is almost an exact 
repetition of the first period except for an extra flutter of motivic material in the second gesture. 




Ex. 2.4: Sciarrino Caprice No. 2, end of Section A (p. 1, line 4) 
 
Quite quickly, one can surmise that the caprice follows a ternary ABA form (Example 2.15), one 
of the oldest musical forms. It is interesting that Sciarrino uses the same form for this caprice, 
which has the longest melodic content of the six caprices, as used in baroque da capo arias. This 
enforces the expressive elements of the caprice, which differ from the technically brilliant 
characteristics of the other caprices.  
The second section (Section B) veers away from the plaintive character with more 
interruptions of animated figures: short tremolos of artificial harmonics and passages of fast 
moving double-stop trills. The tremolos here appear at the beginning of Section B and mark a 
rare instance in this caprice where Sciarrino writes pitches that are impossible to perform with a 
clear tone. 
  
 Ex. 2.5: Sciarrino Caprice No. 2, tremolo harmonic (p. 1, line 4) 
	
A major-third harmonic, which results in a pitch two octaves and a major third above the 
fundamental, is extremely difficult to produce because the upper finger must be placed slightly 
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under the equal-tempered major third. The artificial harmonic is combined with a tremolo, which 
means the violin string is constantly resetting its vibration direction, as well as sul ponticello 
(instructed with the asterisk) which produces many high harmonics and weakens the 
fundamental. The result is an irregular sound which lacks a main fundamental pitch.  This will be 
discussed further in the Performance Guide for Caprice No. 2. 
A closer inspection of this section reveals motivic material taken from Section A. The 
division of the opening phrases into smaller gestures creates the building blocks of much of the 
middle section of the caprice. For the latter half of P2, the second motive (yT7) begins like y but 
up a fifth. 
 
Ex. 2.6: Sciarrino Caprice No. 2, Section A opening  
 
Section B begins with the yT7 motive of the second phrase followed by the y motive of the first 
phrase. Like the opening, this section begins with two consecutive phrases. 
 
         
Ex. 2.7: Sciarrino Caprice No. 2, Section B opening 
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The sixteenth-note triplet figures do not conform to any pattern, other than fitting in with the 
capabilities of violin technique. Sciarrino uses the natural harmonic double-stops that are 
possible to play with left-hand fingers 1, 2, or 3 across all the strings in third position. The finger 
that is not used for the double-stop is used to insert a trill. This results in diatonic intervals of 
major and minor thirds, perfect fourths, and perfect fifths. 
During the middle section of the caprice, the sixteenth-note figures begin to take the 
music away from its meditative state. Sciarrino writes one beam for the groups of consecutive 
double stops but he writes di volo or “flying,” which tells the violinist to play these difficult 
passages quickly, even faster, as the piece moves forward. The player is able to continue thinking 
of these figures in triplets as the music continues with nine double-stop trills in each group. The  
figures whirl wildly, further away from the calm of the opening. The crescendos now often reach 
ff and the ponticello tremolo continue longer until the section ends with a series of eerie and 
toneless figures. 
The return to the A section and its familiar phrases is welcome for both the performer and 





Ex. 2.8: Sciarrino Caprice No. 2, Section A' (p. 2, line 4) 
	
Here, the x and y gestures of the opening phrase are unable to maintain a steady stream of waves, 
as in the first section. As early as the second repetition of the phrase, only a fragment of the x 
gesture appears. By the middle of the section, marked by a fermata lunga/tremolo, the gestures 
do not stay connected. Now the yT7 gesture appears before x, and by the last line of the caprice, 
the second gesture is presented backwards (yRET) as the x gesture disappears completely before 
we arrive at the end. 
Performance Guide for Caprice No. 2 
The experienced violinist is used to seeing double-stop trills in virtuosic repertoire. 
Standard pieces of violin repertoire from the baroque period through the twentieth century have 
used this technique strategically to showcase the impressive capabilities of the violinist. Some of 
the earliest examples include a melody and a trill embellishment like Tartini’s “Devil’s Trill” 
Sonata in G minor, B.g5, composed between 1730 – 1750. 
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Ex. 2.9: Tartini “Devil’s Trill” Sonata, movement III (cadenza passage) 
 
Considered a warhorse of the concerto repertoire, the violin concerto by Jean Sibelius (1904) 
uses the technique at the opening of the cadenza of the first movement. 
 
Ex. 2.10: Sibelius Violin Concerto in D minor, Op. 47, movement I (cadenza opening)  
	
As usual, Paganini takes the techniques of Corelli, Locatelli, and Tartini before him to extreme 
levels. Paganini layers the melody and trill embellishments together but alternates the voice that  
produces the melody. This means that the violinist needs to alter more fingering patterns to 
accommodate the voicing switches. Sciarrino utilizes this difficult technique in his Caprice No. 
2. Another similarity to Paganini is the use of ternary form and the increasing of intensity 
throughout the sections. Paganini’s caprice begins plaintively with the opening melody repeating 
itself. The B section increases in intensity and volume with faster motion in the melodic content. 
Finally, the opening melody reappears for the return of the A section, up an octave, to wind 
down the piece.  
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Ex. 2.11: Paganini Caprice No. 6 (opening) 
	
In the twentieth century, composers began pairing harmonics with double-stops or trills. 
For example in Schoenberg’s Phantasy for Violin and Piano, Schoenberg uses double-stops with 
(a) a note plus a natural harmonic, (b) two natural harmonics, (c) a natural harmonic plus an 
artificial harmonic, (d) a natural harmonic plus a two-note trill, and (e) a note and harmonic trill. 
Although Schoenberg uses idiomatic combinations with the harmonics, the technique is difficult 
to execute, as a slight variation in finger placement on the violin fingerboard or a change in the 
speed or weight of the bow will prevent the harmonic from speaking. This adds more difficulty 
to the challenge of balancing the bow correctly on two strings and finding the correct overtones 
of the double stop. Schoenberg uses the technique sparingly, giving the violinist a chance to 
recuperate and prepare for the next challenge. Sciarrino composes idiomatically, like 




Ex. 2.12: Schoenberg Phantasy for Violin and Piano, Op. 47 (mm. 15 – 23) 
 
The score of this caprice can present an overwhelming amount of information for the performer. 
However, careful analysis of the harmonic trills reveals that fingering patterns are repeated in a 
systematic way, albeit on different strings. There are two finger patterns used mainly throughout 
the caprice: 
(1) finger 3 on the lower string with fingers 1 and 2 trill on the upper string 
(Example 2.16, dark blue line) 
	
	
(2) fingers 1 and 3 trill on the lower string with finger 2 on the upper string 
(Example 2.16, light blue line) 
 
For the performer, highlighting the finger patterns is the key to simplifying this difficult work. 
As mentioned before, Sciarrino writes idiomatically for the violin, even though the technique is 
difficult to execute reliably.  Fingerings (1) and (2) combine to form the opening motive x, which 
is first played on the G- and D-strings of the violin and then on the D- and A-strings (motive y) 
to create the opening phrase P1. Motive x then returns to the G- and D-strings before moving to 
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the and A and E-strings (motive yT7) with the same fingering pattern, creating the second phrase 
P2. It is advantageous for a violinist to understand that these two finger patterns make up a large 
portion of the caprice. A third fingering pattern appears at the end of the first period.  
	
(3) fingers 1 and 2 trill on the lower string with finger 3 on the upper string 
(Example 2.16, dark blue dashes) 
 
This is actually an inverted fingering of pattern (1) and occurs several times in the second phrase 
while gestures are interrupted by fragments of the motives. It also creates a minor second 
interval, which sounds out of place in its first appearances, between the top string harmonic and 
the higher trill note. These disturbances will intensify later in section B. The familiar gestures 
from the opening return for phrase 3. 
Thus far, all of the finger patterns accommodate the playing of partials 3, 4, and 5 (as in 
Schoenberg’s Phantasy) across all strings in third position. This means that the collection of 
pitches for all the double-stop trills consist of sets [0,2,5], [0,2,4] or [0,1,5]. As mentioned 
earlier, these ranges of intervals in the first two pitch sets contribute to the tranquility of the first 
section. These partials speak fairly easily in an ideal situation with long notes. Short notes lower 
the probability that the harmonics will speak consistently. Harmonic trills lower the probability 
further as each harmonic changes the point of vibrations on the string. Additionally, the violinist 
must pick up each trill finger alternately to allow the correct pitch of each harmonic to speak. 
This is different from a normal trill, where the upper note will sound the same even when the 




Ex. 2.13: Sciarrino Caprice No. 2, Section A and B pitches (notated and realized) 
 
Section B continues to use the three finger patterns, even as the fragments become increasingly 
rhapsodic. This gives the violinist a way to organize the seemingly random order of notes in the 
middle of the caprice. As the movement gets wilder, Sciarrino uses the third finger pattern more 
often and even alters the finger patterns to form half-step trills, as seen in Example 2.14. To this 
point in the movement, Sciarrino has used only whole-step trills. The half-step trills are made up 
of partials 5 and 6 and have a lower probability of speaking than the whole-step trills.  
 
 




As mentioned earlier, section B also introduces artificial harmonics played ponticello and 
with tremolo. The specific artificial harmonics chosen – a major third or minor third above the 
fundamental – are difficult to create on the violin even in the most ideal situation. Sciarrino 
combines tremolo, extremely high registers, and ponticello, three elements that further hinder a 
clear rendering of these frequencies. Each bow change creates a delay in the sound production as 
the vibration of the string needs to be restarted. There is further delay with harmonics as there are 
two waves of vibration rather than one.8 Here, Sciarrino asks for the tremolo to be played “as 
rapidly as possible” with “a narrow bow and ponticello.” The ponticello technique brings out 
higher overtones, sometimes resulting in the disappearance of the fundamental pitch. The 
artificial harmonics become increasingly difficult to find in the higher registers of the violin. 
With notes in the high positions extremely close to each other, a slight discrepancy in finger 
placement alters the sounding pitch. It is worth noting, however, that the human ear’s ability to 









8 Helmholtz motion – two separate velocities of the “stick” vs “slide” string wave caused by 
bowhair friction.  
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Sciarrino Caprice No. 2: Form 
 
	
Ex. 2.15: Sciarrino Caprice No. 2: Form 
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Sciarrino Caprice No. 2: Form and Fingering Patterns 
P1: 
         trill                tr.   tr.          tr. 
Pitches: B-AD     –     GB-A |      F#-EA     –     DF#-E 
 
Finger pattern:  
Pitch set: [0,2,5]         [0,2,4]  [0,2,5]          [0,2,4] 
Motive:           x                      y  
 
P2: 
               tr.                 tr.           tr.                           tr. 
Pitches:  B-AD     –     GB-A | C#-BE     –     C#-EB 
 
Finger pattern:  
Pitch set:  [0,2,5]        [0,2,4]  [0,2,5]          [0,2,5]  
Motive:    x      y5 
 
 
Finger pattern 3: 
   tr.                     tr.                      tr. 
Pitches:  AE-G#     or     GD-F#     or     DA-C# 
Finger pattern:  
Pitch set: [0,1,5]             [0,1,5]              [0,1,5] 
Strings: A and E           G and D           D and A 
 
(1) finger 3 on the lower string with fingers 1 and 2 trill on the upper string (dark blue line) 
(2) fingers 1 and 3 trill on the lower string with finger 2 on the upper string (light blue line) 
(3) fingers 1 and 2 trill on the lower string with finger 3 on the upper string (dark blue dashes) 
 
Ex. 2.16: Sciarrino Caprice No. 2: Form and Fingering Patterns 
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Chapter 3: Sciarrino Caprice No. 3 
Analysis of Caprice No. 3 
Upon encountering the third caprice for the first time, one hears a rustling of intense activity. 
Apart from short interludes of glissando harmonics, the activity seems random, as there is not a 
clear pattern that grabs the listener. The performer needs agility for the fast tempo, abrupt string 
crossings, and uncomfortable fingering patterns. Additionally, Sciarrino asks for a brushing bow 
stroke that alternates rapidly between sul tasto and sul ponticello for the whole caprice. The 
technical aspect of performing this caprice will be discussed following an analysis. 
Caprice No. 3 is divided into two sections, separated by the “long” double stops in the 
middle of the piece (they appear at the end of the first page and top of the second page). The 
word “long” is relative since these double stops last for roughly one second while the bow’s 
brush stroke accelerates. These held notes do not linger or offer any relief from intensity as they 
are played with a crescendo and accelerando. 
Both sections are made up of two ideas: 1) double-stop harmonics that continually jump 
from the violin’s upper to lower strings and 2) an ascending or descending glissando made up of 
artificial harmonics. Each idea interrupts the other, as if sparring to take over the section. 
Looking  closely at the conversation between the ideas, the two large sections roughly mirror 
each other. In the first section, Idea 1 gradually becomes shorter while Idea 2 stays relatively 
short. Conversely, Idea 1 grows in length in the second section. To reinforce the palindrome 





Section A         




27 5 13 3.5 3 3 2.5 4 
 
 
Section A'      




14 5 15 2.5 18 
 
Ex. 3.1: Sciarrino Caprice No. 3, Sections A and A' 
 
Counting four-note groups of thirty-second notes is a way to measure the lengths of these 
two ideas. Although this caprice contains no audible meter, the grouping of eighth, sixteenth, 
thirty-second, etc. notes into beats traditionally provides visual aid to the performer and is 
especially helpful with complicated rhythms.  
 
 





Ex. 3.3: John Adams Road Movies for violin and piano, I. Relaxed Groove (opening) 
	
	
 Even when unmeasured note patterns emerge, Sciarrino maintains the integrity of the 
four-note group. To reinforce this structure for the performer, Sciarrino places dotted barlines 
between these groups reflecting the ‘parenthetical’ meter of 2/8 indicated at the beginning. 
Immediately following the initial sf chord, a series made up of double-stops is introduced. After 
the second sf, the same series is repeated with the addition of a tenth double-stop. The music 
then progresses with a fragment of the same series in reverse. This can be seen in Example 3.4. 
 
 
   Series	1	 	 	 												Series	1	 	 													Series	1	fragment	in	retrograde	
 
 
Ex. 3.4: Sciarrino Caprice No. 3, opening patterns 
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This series of double-stop harmonics appears in much of the caprice. Example 3.5 assigns 
numbers to chords/double-stops in the order of appearance. The glissandi have been left out of 
this part of the analysis. Not including the opening chord, which is designated with 0, double-
stops labelled 1 through 13 make up the majority of the caprice. 14 appears at the end of the page 
and is used minimally. Throughout much of the caprice, the fragments of the series appear in 
order or in retrograde (Example 3.20).  
 
 
Ex. 1.5: Sciarrino Caprice No. 3, Series numeral assignments (opening) 
 
A complete analysis of the double-stop patterns reveal pairs of double-stops that create a link 
between series appearances. Incidentally, these pairs all require the violinist to have the same  
two fingers (fingers 2 and 3) swap strings. 
                                
															A	 	 	 	 C	 	 																								E	
 
Ex. 3.6: Sciarrino Caprice No. 3, Cell 1 – finger swapping 
Fingerings	
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The two double-stops of these pairs always appear together, forming a complete cell, although 
sometimes showing up in reverse order or in groups of three (1, 2, 1 or 5, 6, 5, etc.). In this case, 
I am using the word “cell” to label certain pairs of double-stops that have the same fingering 
pattern.  Other pairs are prominent in the caprice as well and certain groupings emerge to form a 
mirror image with the two sections. Another cell that is useful for the performer to be aware of is 
a pair of double-stops using two fingers that jump up or down a fifth.  
 
                
						F	 	 														 														G	
 
Ex. 3.7: Sciarrino Caprice No. 3, Cell 2 – parallel jumping fingers 
 
Example	3.20 shows the double-stop numerical assignments, as well as Cell 1 (underlined) and 
Cell 2 (bold) without notation. Included is a letter assignment of pairs throughout the caprice 
(designated by capital letters). With this chart, which aligns line by line with the score, fragments 
of the opening sequence and its retrograde are clear. The chart also shows that several other 
patterns and the order of their appearance are repeated in both sections. This parallelism of the 
two sections conflicts with the mirror effect that the sf chords give to the caprice. Example 3.21 
is a color-coded score outlining the repeating patterns throughout the caprice. Due to the uneven 
number of double stops in the patterns, the series always aligns differently with the quadruplets, 
thus masking the repeated patterns. With these two analyses, however, it is clear that both 
sections are built from the same material. 
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Performance Guide for Caprice No. 3 
 
As with the previous caprices, Sciarrino is working at the limits of extended techniques for the 
violin. The analysis shows the building blocks of this caprice, which can provide a framework 
for the performer. As with traditional repertoire, identifying motives and gestures helps the 
performer organize the content, facilitating the realization of a quick tempo.  
As far as the left hand is concerned, the technique is fairly straightforward, with the 
alteration of double-stop natural harmonics or chromatic artificial harmonics making up the 
entire caprice. Pairs of double-stops can be divided into four groups of violin fingerings:  
 
Fingering  1: double-stop (two fingers on two neighbor strings) – double-stop (same two fingers swap strings) 
Fingering 2: double-stop (two fingers on two neighbor strings) – double stop up/down by a fifth (same two 
fingers move up/down to the next two neighbor strings) 
Fingering 3: third partial-fifths (finger 2 in third position on two strings) – double stop: two fingers on  
           neighboring strings  
Fingering 4: fourth-partial fifths (finger 1 in third position on two neighbor strings) – fifth-partial fifths (finger 
3 in third position on the two remaining neighbor strings) 
       
These four fingering groups make up the seven pairs that build much of the caprice. 
Occasionally, one double-stop from two different groups join to make a new pair. Sciarrino 
intentionally combines new pairs which will change a series fragment by one note. An example 
of this is Cell C (double-stop 5 and 6), a very familiar pair throughout the caprice. As early as the 
second line, soon after double-stop 13 is introduced, Sciarrino pairs 6 and 13 during a retrograde 
of the opening sequence.  Double-stop 5 and double-stop 13 differ by one note:  
   
 
Ex. 3.8: Sciarrino Caprice No. 3, double-stop 5 and 13 
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The entire retrograde has the same notes as the opening sequence with the exception of the fourth 
partial in double-stop 13 rather than the third partial in double-stop 5. These variations are also 
present on occasions when none of the four fingering groups are used. The variation pairs are 
labeled in Example	3.20	with parentheses around the letter label.  
All of the double-stops are made up of the third, fourth, and/or fifth partials and played in 
third position with fingers 1, 2, and/or 3. Of the twenty-seven possible double stops, fourteen are  
used in Caprice No. 3. Near the end of both sections, Sciarrino uses a series that utilizes Cells 1  
and 2 simultaneously, which means that the same two fingers swap and jump back-to-back 
across the strings. It is a merging of the three distinct “link” pairs from Example 3.6. 
 
 
Ex. 3.9: Sciarrino Caprice No. 3, link pairs 
       
 
The most striking technical demand of the caprice is the “brushing” bow technique in Caprice 
No. 3 labeled with: 
 
Ex. 3.10: Sciarrino Caprice No. 3, Brushing stroke 
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Sciarrino’s instructions call for the violinist to shift quickly between tasto (over the 
fingerboard) and ponticello (at the bridge) at the tip of the bow, with little back and forth motion 
and without pressure. He specifies the use of the bow hair – which distinguishes the sound from 
other contemporary violin works that call for col legno tratto. Although the two techniques both 
produce an inconsistent tone, col legno tratto does so due to lack of friction of the bow against 
the violin string while the “brushing” technique creates friction without inducing much pull of 
the strings. The direction of the bow moves between the bridge and the fingerboard with as little 
left-to-right motion as possible. Violinist David Alberman’s description of the technique is as 
follows: “…the bowing wrist does not flex to keep the bow parallel at the point, nor does the 
elbow move in and out.”9 
Difficult as it is to keep the horizontal bow movement at a minimum, it is even trickier to 
add the hairpins that waver between niente and f. Sciarrino asks for this dynamic range three 
times, keeping most of the caprice at p or less. To execute the crescendo hairpin in the fast 
tempo, the violinist must increase the horizontal motion of the bow, which will increase the 
speed of the stick for each stroke as well as add weight to the stick. At times, Sciarrino merges a 
decrescendo with an accelerando which leads to a tremolo. The gradual minimizing of the 
horizontal motion and lightening of the bow works to execute both the accelerando and 
decrescendo simultaneously. 
This specific bow technique creates a unique sound that deviates from the traditional 
expectations of the violin. A standard horizontal pull of the bow on a violin string causes the 
vibration of a fundamental frequency by repeatedly pulling the string with the fibers of the bow 
																																																								
9 Patricia Strange, The Contemporary Violin: Extended Performance Techniques (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2001), 38. 
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hair. Other frequencies exist simultaneously but we automatically perceive them as “noise” and 
instinctively choose not to “hear” them. 
Sciarrino’s brush stroke, however, minimizes the fundamental and maximizes the “noise” 
– a squeak, crunch, or air – terms violin teachers often use to describe bad sound. This is due to 
the lack of “stick,”10 or the inability for much of the bow-hair fibers to grab the string, that 
results from the combination of limited pressure and vertical motion. However, the miniscule 
amount of horizontal motion and the use of bow hair does provide just enough friction that the 
frequency, as determined by the left-hand fingers, can be heard at the beginning of a down-bow, 
where the weight of the bow is at its heaviest. For complete success, performers must free 
themselves of traditional boundaries of violin playing and embrace a sound that does not easily 
project the double-stop partials. Even so, some of the sequence repetitions that were discussed in 
the analysis, particularly the opening sequence, should be audible. 
Sciarrino’s brush stroke alters a violinist’s approach to the bow arm. In order to execute 
the composer’s brush stroke between sul tasto and sul ponticello, the bow must create a vertical 
motion between the fingerboard and bridge. This is in contrast to the traditional horizontal bow 
stroke which involves opening and closing the right arm from the elbow joint while flexing the 
fingers and wrist to keep the bow parallel to the bridge. The brush stroke calls for the violinist to 
initiate most of the bow movements with the fingers and wrist in order to push the bow towards 




10 Hermann von Helmholtz, On the Sensations of Tone (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 
1885).  
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Ex. 3.11a: Sciarrino Caprice No. 3, sul ponticello bow hold11   
	
	
Ex. 3.11b: Sciarrino Caprice No. 3, sul tasto bow hold 
	
 
In order to minimize the horizontal motion, the bow arm must not open and close much from the 
elbow. Figure 3.6 superimposes Figures 3.11a onto 3.11b with the right shoulder in alignment. 
One can see here that the opening of the bow arm remains the same whether the bow is sul tasto 
or sul ponticello. The bow arm does need to vary the height of the elbow to reach the different 
strings.  
																																																								





Ex. 3.12: Sciarrino Caprice No. 3, bow arm for tasto / ponticello stroke 
	
The combination of the tasto-ponticello brush stroke and the third, fourth, and fifth partials 
results in a rustling of airy non-pitched sound with hints of harmonic tones. The ascending and 
descending artificial harmonics give a sense of direction to an otherwise wandering effect. 
 The bow stroke of Caprice No. 3 leads one to recall the difficult ricochet demanded in 
Paganini’s Caprice No. 5. Paganini’s caprices each feature different technical demands, some 
focused on the left hand and others focused on the bow arm. Several of his caprices feature a 
rapid succession of sixteenth-notes which demand tremendous technical facility in both hands. 
Caprice No. 5, however, rises above the others in the difficulty level for the bow arm. Paganini’s 
original bowing asks for a ricochet of three notes down and one note up.  
 
Ex. 3.13: Paganini Caprice No. 5, ricochet bowing from manuscript (m. 4) 
	
This is incredibly difficult to execute and many notable violin virtuosi choose to use a sautillé 
stroke instead. How does this relate to Sciarrino’s Caprice No. 3? There are several other striking 
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similarities between these two caprices which might point to Paganini’s No. 5 being a direct 
influence. 
 Earlier in the analysis, a chart detailed the sequences that Sciarrino repeats throughout his 
caprice. Coincidentally, the fast sixteenth-note passages of Paganini’s Caprice No. 5 also repeat a 
signature pattern.  
 
Ex. 3.14: Paganini Caprice No. 5 (mm. 4 – 5) 
	
This group of sixteenth notes returns throughout the middle section of the caprice, in different 
octaves. The oft-repeated sequence in Sciarrino’s Caprice No. 3, with its odd number, always 
appears in different place within the four-note groupings. Additionally, Sciarrino increases the 
differences with the occasional altering of the pair order. 
   
		(1)	 	 	 	 			(2)	 	 	 	 						(3)	
	
Ex. 3.15: Sciarrino Caprice No. 3, Sequence 1 appearances 
 
 The A sections of Paganini’s Caprice No. 5 feature high-reaching arpeggios and 
descending scales. Both A sections end with a declamatory chord – signifying a clear separation 




Ex. 3.16: Paganini Caprice No. 5 (mm. 1 – 3) 
 
Sciarrino’s Caprice No. 3 also employs declamatory chords which are especially jarring in the 
quiet setting of the rest of the caprice. The chords open the caprice, and although the form is 
binary, the chords reappear at the end of the caprice rather than at the beginning of the second 
section. Unlike Paganini’s Caprice No. 5, which ends with a bang, Sciarrino ends Caprice No. 3 
with silence. 
 
Ex. 3.17: Sciarrino Caprice No. 3 (end) 
	
Another striking parallel between Paganini’s Caprice No. 5 and Sciarrino’s Caprice No. 3 can be 











Ex. 3.19: Sciarrino Caprice No. 3 (line 3) 
	
Paganini’s treatment of chromatic scales is the same throughout his caprice – they always 
descend to the new key. Sciarrino varies the chromatic scales in various ways. They appear in 
ascending figures, descending figures, or both. In both caprices, the chromatic scales stick out 
amidst the buzzing quadruplets which surround them.  
 In her book Powers of Divergence, Lucia D’Errico discusses Sciarrino’s use of historical 
gestures rather than direct quotes12. Sciarrino’s Caprice No. 3 gathers four gestures which can be 
attributed to Paganini: 1) a fiendishly difficult bow stroke, 2) statement chords, 3) repeated 
sequence of quadruplets, and 4) ear-catching chromatic scales. This tribute is nearly impossible 
to catch without a side-by-side look at Sciarrino’s Caprice No. 3 and Paganini’s Caprice No. 5. 







12 Lucia D’Errico. Powers of Divergence: An Experimental Approach to Music Performance. 
(Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2018), 116-117. 
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Page 2       
Ex. 3.20: Sciarrino Caprice No. 3: Note Groupings 
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Ex. 3.21: Sciarrino Caprice No. 3: Color-Coded Patterns 
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Chapter 4: Sciarrino Caprice No. 4 
 
Analysis of Caprice No. 4 
 
In contrast to the previous three caprices, which all contain one dominant motive, Caprice 
No. 4 is made up of several distinct motives that seem to be from different worlds. The 
combination of these contrasting motives might give an impression of a ball bouncing against the 
different levels of a pinball machine. Four contrasting motives emerge as the main players of the 
caprice.  
Motive 1) loud and fast ascending and descending glissandi spanning a distance of 
a major sixth distance on one string (Sciarrino specifies to put in as many 
oscillations as possible). 
 
Ex. 4.1: Sciarrino Caprice No. 4, Motive 1 (p. 1 line 2) 
 
Motive 2) slow glissando with a trill with a big dynamic hairpin that begins from 
and returns to niente. 
 
 
Ex. 4.2: Sciarrino Caprice No. 4, Motive 2 (p. 1, line 2) 
	
Sciarrino is more descriptive than usual with the technical directions, specifying in the 
score (with a single asterisk) that the Motive 1 figures should be “like a nervous vibrato.” With a 
double asterisk, he clarifies the directions for the Motive 2 figures by indicating that “the effect 
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will ultimately not have an exact pitch.” Both of these figures project taunting characters, ones 
that are not normally pleasing to the ear and impossible to ignore. Sciarrino asks for Motives 1 
and 2 to be executed sul ponticello, even writing Eseguire [execute] molto al Ponticello  for 
Motive 2. This provides a scratchy, nasal tone which complements the figures. 
Motive 3) a pattern of harmonics that appear in three different ways – slurred with 
big hairpins reaching fff, tremolo also with a big hairpin that begins and 
returns to niente, and ricochet within pp 
 
                
 
Ex. 4.3: Sciarrino Caprice No. 4, Motive 3 in three varying bow techniques (p. 1, staffs 1, 4, and    
  5 respectively) 
 
The varying bow techniques mask Motive 3, giving the impression that the caprice is 
composed of more content. All the sixty-fourth-note passages in the caprice use fragments of the 
same notes, no matter the bow articulation. I have divided Motive 3 into four distinct parts 
labeled 3a – d. Example 4.5 puts the pitches of each Motive 3 group in ascending order. 
 
    




Ex. 4.5: Sciarrino Caprice No. 4, Motives 3a, 3b, and 3c in ascending pitch order 
 
The different groups (3a-d) are divided by fingering pattern, which I will discuss after the 
analysis portion of this chapter. As shown in Example 4.5, Motives 3a, 3b, and 3c are made up of 








Ex. 4.7: Sciarrino Caprice No. 4, Motive 3d in ascending pitch order 
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Motive 3d contains a fourth finger harmonic on the A string which, if touched a bit low, would 
be the seventh partial and result in a sounding pitch of a flat G-natural. On the other hand, if hit a 
bit high, the ninth partial would be hit and produce a sounding pitch of a sharp B-natural (see 
Example	1.11	for harmonics/sounding pitch chart). The seventh and ninth partials are extremely 
close to each other. A simple lean of the finger in any direction could change the resulting pitch.  
 




Ex. 4.8: Sciarrino’s Caprice No. 4, Motive 4 (p. 1, line 6) 
 
The motives are gradually presented to the listener at the beginning of the caprice, which 
opens with a tight tremolo of a major third artificial harmonic (sounding an E-flat, two octaves 
plus a major third above the fundamental C-flat). As noted in the analysis of Caprice No. 2, the 
pitches of these types of harmonics are not easy to produce, especially in conjunction with a 
tremolo. This artificial harmonic tremolo figure appears a few times in the opening section in 




Ex. 4.9: Sciarrino Caprice No. 4, harmonic tremolo figures (opening) 
	
In fact, these figures are the same ones used to create an eerie close to the end of the middle 





Ex. 4.10: Sciarrino Caprice No. 2, harmonic tremolo figures (p. 2, line 3 of Caprice No. 2) 
 
 
Motives 1, 2, and 3 are all introduced in the opening of Caprice No. 4 and contrast sharply with 
the quiet tremolo figures. A quiet set of harmonic jeté figures appear several times at moments 
when the dynamic has dropped to niente. A comparison of these jeté figures shows how closely 
they connect to both Motive 3 and Motive 4, shown in Examples 4.11 and 4.12. The opening 
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then, serves as an introduction that unveils the four motives that will make up the body of 
Caprice No. 4.  
		 	 	 	 		 	
	
Ex. 4.11: Sciarrino Caprice No. 4, Motive 3 (p. 1, lines 2 and 4 respectively) 
	
          
 
Ex. 4.12: Sciarrino Caprice No. 4, Motive 4 (p. 1, lines 2 and 6 respectively) 
	
	
The main body of the caprice is divided into two sections. An analysis of the motives’ 
order show a similar roadmap within both sections. Example	4.18	color-codes the motives in the 
score where both sections have lengthy sections of Motive 1 (yellow) and Motive 2 (pink), 
Motive 1 and Motive 3 (orange), and Motive 1 and Motive 4 (blue). For both sections, the 
prominent colors transition from yellow/orange to yellow/pink to yellow/blue. This gives away 
the caprice’s AA' binary form, common in the world of violin caprices and serving the purpose 
of showing off the instrumentalist’s technique. 
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Performance Guide for Caprice No. 4 
	
Caprices 1, 2, and 3 each focus on different virtuosic techniques. Caprice No. 1 features 
the ricochet, Caprice No. 2 is made up of double-stop harmonic trills and tremolo harmonics, and 
Caprice No. 3 introduces a tasto – ponticello brush stroke that is employed for nearly the entire 
caprice For the first time in this set of caprices, Sciarrino weaves together a patchwork of 
motives that are starkly contrasting and a mixture of difficult techniques for both the bow arm 
and the left hand. The rapid shifts between motives call for abrupt changes in articulation and 
large jumps around the fingerboard of the violin, making Caprice No. 4 the most difficult of the 
six to execute. For example, the caprice’s opening involves  (1) a harmonic trill on the high 
registers of the E-string, (2) immediately jumping to the lowest registers of the G string for a 
rapid oscillation between a major sixth interval (Motive 1), then (3) a shift to the middle registers 
of the fingerboard for flying sixty-fourth-note harmonics that entail some double-stops and many 




Ex. 4.13: Sciarrino Caprice No. 4, opening techniques 
	
	
Noticing some fundamental patterns in the way the four main motives are executed can 
help to alleviate the mental load for the violinist. Motive 1 (shown in Example 4.1) appears in 
four different pitch sets but is always played in the same positions on all strings. It always begins 
on the semitone above the open string, signifying that the motive will be played with finger 1. 
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The width of the oscillation is always marked as an interval of a major sixth above the starting 
pitch. On the G string the motive oscillates between A-flat and F, on the D-string the motive 
oscillates between E-flat and C, etc. Regardless of string, the figure will always be executed with 
finger 1. The difficulty in this motive is the speed at which it must be executed. As mentioned 
earlier, Sciarrino asks for “as many oscillations as possible” in a short amount of time. This will 
lead a performer to weigh the importance of the major sixth interval against the number of 
oscillations. The faster the movement between the two notes, the more likely the distance will 
fall short of the written interval. 
Similarly, the technique of Motive 2 stays roughly the same in all of its appearances, 
although there are a few minor variations that appear throughout the caprice. For the most part, 
the glissando (shown in Example 4.2) ascends or descends by an interval of a tritone. The trill is 
always an interval of a major or minor third and played with the second and fourth fingers. There 
is one instance where the glissando surpasses the tritone interval by a minor third. This occurs in 
the second section (after the repeat sign), middle of the third line. 
 
 
 Ex. 4.14: Sciarrino Caprice No. 4, Motive 2 exception (p. 2, line 4) 
	
The third motive produces a problem unique with respect to the other motives in Caprice 
No. 4. The harmonic notes written can produce different pitches if they are played on different 
strings and positions on the violin. In general, particularly in middle and upper registers, many 
different combinations of fingerings and string crossings can work to produce the same pitches 
for a given musical figure. Determining a fingering pattern is a personal choice balancing 
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technical comfort and the best musical portrayal. Example 4.15 shows two possible fingerings 
for the first Motive 3 passage of the caprice. The top set of fingering places priority on the 
comfort of the bow arm, minimizing the string crossings. The bottom set of fingerings places 
priority on the comfort of the left-hand fingers, eliminating position shifts.  
 
 	
Ex. 4.15: Sciarrino Caprice No. 4, Motive 3 possible fingerings (p. 1, line 1) 
	
In another piece, a violinist would prioritize the ease of the bow arm. The left arm is more adept 
at jumping to close positions on the fingerboard than the bow arm is at crossing strings in a 
haphazard manner that includes occasionally playing two strings at once and skipping two 
strings. In the case of harmonics, a change of fingerings alters the set of pitches, as any note that 
is played on a different string will project a different partial. The priority here is the resulting 
sounding pitch rather than increasing the comfort for the violinist. As with the previous caprices, 
Sciarrino’s writing helps to direct the violinist in this choice. In most appearances of Motive 3, 
double-stop harmonics appear within the group of sixty-fourth notes. All of these double stops 
can be executed in second or third positions; however, playing the sequence of Motive 3 notes in 
third position eliminates the need to shift positions. As Sciarrino has taken care to compose the 
caprices idiomatically thus far, I believe the double-stops give an indication to the violinist that 
the figures should all be executed in one position. 
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The fourth motive is a technique included in many virtuosic pieces for violin. Wieniawski 
and Sarasate used the ricochet glissando to give their compositions a gypsy flair. Ravel used this 
technique in his virtuosic violin piece titled Tzigane, which is the French word for gypsy.  
 
Ex. 4.16: Ravel Tzigane for violin and piano, ricochet glissando (m. 134) 
	
As is Sciarrino’s signature, Caprice No. 4’s version adds artificial harmonics to an already 
difficult technique. Here, the glissandi are short, measuring a distance of a perfect fourth in six 
bounces (with two exceptions). The starting point of each motive, which contains perfect fourth, 
major third, and minor third artificial harmonics, moves around the fingerboard on the A or E 
strings with no extra time between the end of one motive and the start of the next. Example 4.17 
indicates the position each harmonic glissando group starts in (if the performer chooses to 
continuously use finger one on the fundamental. Contrary to tradition, it makes sense for the 
performer to alternate the direction of the bow for the groups of ricochet to avoid a time-
consuming retake (necessary if playing all the ricochets on a down-bow). An up-bow ricochet is 
not used often in string playing because the performer must work against gravity, pushing the 
bow up towards the frog of the bow. At the same time, the ricochet technique uses gravity to pull 






Ex. 4.17: Sciarrino Caprice No. 4, ricochet bowing and left-hand position (p. 2, lines 4 – 5) 
	
	
Caprice No. 4’s motives each engage a different technical demand. Between wild vibrato-
like oscillations, artificial harmonic glissando trills, a buzzing pattern of sixty-fourth notes across 
all four strings, and short glissando figures with ricochet, the performer is constantly jumping 
from one position to another or making an abrupt bow-stroke change. This frenetic activity 
makes the execution of the caprice uncomfortable for the performer. 
While most violin compositions focus on one or two technical demands in a given 
passage, it was a trademark of Paganini’s compositions to include a patchwork of contrasting, 
difficult techniques. These passages are tremendously difficult due to the quick changes 
demanded of the left hand or bow arm. Paganini’s Caprice No. 7 uses several difficult skills – 
up-bow staccato, high-reaching arpeggios, octaves, and chords – to weave together the musical 
line, as seen in Example	4.19. The Violin Concerto No. 1, one of Paganini’s most famous works, 
dazzles the audience with thirds and sixths in the low positions, tenths in high positions, and 











Ex. 4.18: Sciarrino Caprice No. 4: Color-Coded Motives 
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Ex. 4.19: Paganini Caprice No. 7, Intro and Section A 
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Chapter 5: Sciarrino Caprice No. 5 
 
Caprice No. 5 offers a slight repose for the listener. It gives an impression of the quiet 
rustling of leaves, swirling without direction. At times, the rustling becomes more intense as the 
wind picks up strength and carries more leaves higher into the air. Most of the time, the flutter 
becomes part of the ambiance of the moment. In this caprice, the technical aspects lead the way 
to analytical conclusions. Thus, I have decided to begin my discussion of Caprice No. 5 with the 
performance guide, rather than the analysis. I believe that the reader will get a clearer sense of 
the important points this way. 
Performance Guide for Caprice No. 5 
 
The performer continues to tackle yet another difficult and uncomfortable technique in 
this caprice. Its dominant idea is the slurring of many quick harmonics across all four strings. 
This idea of grouping many notes in one bow stroke is a long-standing tradition in string 
repertoire. Long scales and arpeggios are common in concertos and solo string repertoire. 
However, virtuoso repertoire from the 19th century also calls for slurring a fast, winding melody,  
which demands that the bow arm constantly make quick string changes.  
 
 
Ex. 5.1: Paganini Caprice No. 3, mm. 25 – 50  
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From as early as the eighteenth century, this technique is included in many etude books for the 
advanced violinist, including Kreutzer’s Forty-Two Studies or Caprices for the Violin (nos. 14 
and 29), Dont’s Etudes and Caprices for Violin, op. 35 (no. 7), and Rode’s Twenty-four Caprices 
for Violin (no. 3). The difficulty of this technique is the irregularity of the string crossings, in 
contrast to a repeated string crossing pattern of a set number of strings, which the bow arm can 




Ex. 5.2: Paganini Caprice No. 12, opening 
	
 
In the opening, Caprice No. 12 has the bow alternating between the D- and G-strings 
providing the melody on the D-string and an obbligato line on the G-string. Here, the string 
crossings between the two lower strings dictate the left-hand fingerings that must be used to 
execute the passage. This means that a violinist has no choice but to stretch the fourth finger out 
of position to the reach notes C and B-flat. 
Due to the way Sciarrino groups pitches in Caprice No. 5, the pitches dictate the string 
crossings. At a first reading of this caprice, a violinist will weigh fingering options in order to 
minimize shifting and string crossings. Certain harmonics are possible on two different strings 




Ex. 5.3: Sciarrino Caprice No. 5, opening 
	
 
The circled harmonics in Example 5.3 can be played in first position on the D, A, and E strings, 
respectively, producing the ninth partial on that string. The resulting pitch will be three octaves 
plus a whole-step above the fundamental. Additionally, the same harmonics can also be played in 
second or third positions, producing the fifth partial. The resulting pitch will be two octaves plus 
a major third above the fundamental. 
 
 
Ex. 5.4: Sciarrino Caprice No. 5, harmonic pitch options 
	
 
An analysis of the pitches reveals that groups of two or three consecutive harmonics are the 
same pitch and often in the same octave. This means that the circled harmonics in Example 5.3 
must produce the fifth partial. 
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Ex. 5.5: Sciarrino Caprice No.5, harmonic pitch groups (opening) 
 
 
Executing these pitches limits the options for string crossings. Although there is room for 
flexibility in left-hand fingerings, this does not change what is possible for the bow arm. 
 
 




Analysis for Caprice No. 5 
 
The caprice is clearly structured in binary form. It is helpful for the violinist to be alert to 
patterns that appear in both sections as shown in Example 5.12. As mentioned in the 
performance guide earlier, the harmonics are grouped together to form the same pitches in 






Motive 1) Duplet or triplet across two neighboring strings consisting of the fourth and 
sixth partials, creating the same pitch. These figures use two consecutive fingers (1-2-
1, or 3-2 etc). The left-hand fingers are placed a major-sixth distance. 
 
      
Ex. 5.7: Sciarrino Caprice No. 5, Motive 1 
 
Motive 2) Duple on one string, both harmonics on the fifth partial which produce the 
same pitch. Depending on the passage preceding or following these figures, they can 
be executed in one position (Example 5.8) or with a shift from one position to another. 
 
  
Ex. 5.8: Sciarrino Caprice No. 5, Motive 2 
	
Motive 3) Duple containing solid note plus artificial harmonic of the same pitch class. 









     
 
Ex. 5.9: Sciarrino Caprice No. 5, Motive 3 
	
The entire caprice alternates between these three motives (Example 5.13) highlighted in green, 
yellow, and orange. At times, two of the motives combine to add another octave of the same 




Ex. 5.10: Sciarrino Caprice No. 5, merged motives 
	
 
At several points, the motion is suspended by long oscillations of one pitch at two 
different nodes. Each one of these passages uses one of the three motives and appears in a variety 





	 	 	 	 	 							
Ex. 5.11a: Sciarrino Caprice No. 5, oscillations (p. 1, line 2) 
	
 
Ex. 5.11b: Sciarrino Caprice No. 5, oscillations (p. 2, line 3) 
	
 
Just after the midpoint of the caprice, an oscillation between three pitches appears (Example 
5.11b). Using the first motive across all four strings, the pitch moves from E – D – E – D – E – D 
– A – D – A. Although it is the most active of all the oscillation figures, it is the quietest one 
starting at pppp and fading to niente while all the other figures are marked with a crescendo / 
decrescendo peaking to p, f, or, ff. Of course, a performer naturally wants to get louder when the 
music becomes more active so careful attention must be paid to the speed of the bow to execute 


































Ex. 5.13: Sciarrino Caprice No. 5: Color-Coded Motives 
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Chapter 6: Sciarrino Caprice No. 6 
 
As a collection, the twenty-four caprices by Paganini stand the test of time with novel 
virtuosic technical demands, operatic lyricism, and starkly contrasting characters. The final 
caprice, No. 24, is the culmination of all the elements featured in the prior caprices. It is still a 
regular feature on the stage and has inspired countless of tributes for the same instrument such as 
Nathan Milstein’s Paganiana Variations (1954), Eugene Ysaÿe’s Variations on Caprice No. 24, 
George Rochberg’s Caprice Variations (1970). A jazzy set of variations entitled Ethnic 
Variations on Paganini’s 24th Caprice (1976) was composed by David Baker, and bluegrass 
fiddler Richard Greene wrote Pagan Annie (released in 2006). Homages to the caprice were 
written for piano by Rachmaninoff, Liszt, and Brahms, for cello by Piatigorsky, and still others 
for double-bass, guitar, and organ. It is fitting then that Sciarrino would pay tribute to Paganini’s 
Caprice No. 24 in the sixth and final of the Sei Capricci. 
Paganini’s Caprice No. 24 is a theme followed by a set of variations, with each variation 
portraying a different musical style and virtuosic technique. Although Sciarrino’s Caprice No. 6 
is not explicitly labeled with variations, it is divided into seven sections including an introduction 
and coda. These sections each combine a set of motives, some of which are from the previous 
five caprices, similarly to Paganini’s Caprice No. 24 revisiting violin techniques from his 
previous caprices. As such, I label the middle sections as Variations in the analysis. As the 
analysis and performance aspects of Caprice No. 6 complement each other, in this chapter I will 





Analysis and Performance Guide for Caprice No. 6 
The opening of Caprice No. 6 begins solely with the sound of the left-hand fingers 
tapping on the fingerboard. This technique is often called “silent fingering” as the bow arm is not 
involved in the sound production.  
 
 
Ex. 6.1: Sciarrino Caprice No. 6, Introduction 
	
It is a playful way to begin a piece, almost catching the audience off-guard as the setting of the 
bow onto the violin strings traditionally indicates a starting point. Additionally, performers often 
discreetly tap the fingerboard in a specific spot to ensure that a new passage will start at the 
correct pitch. An observer that is experiencing the sixth caprice for the first time may not realize 
for several seconds that the performance has begun. The decision whether to indicate the 
beginning of the caprice through stance and gesture or to allow the audience gradually to become 
aware of the opening is up to the discretion of the performer.  
Sciarrino is detailed with the instructions, noting in in the score to avoid marking the beat 
or groupings and to use a separate finger for each note. The violinist then must avoid sliding a 
single finger from one note to the next as is often done with chromatic scales. Instead numerous 





Ex. 6.2: Sciarrino Caprice No. 6, Motive 1 fingerings (opening) 
  
Due to the score’s indication to start on the A string, the violinist must use fingers 1 and 2. With 
Sciarrino’s string indications, it is possible to continue with fingers 1 and 2. Alternating to other 
fingers (fingers 2 and 3 or fingers 3 and 4) are also possible, taking care to shift and tap if using 
the same finger for consecutive notes. The interval between the odd (finger 1) and even notes 
(finger 2) ascends or descends either by a whole-step (Example 6.2) or by a half-step. In most 
cases of the “silent fingering” idea (or Motive 1) in this caprice, the odd notes move 
chromatically to and from each other (as do the even notes). However, there are instances when a 
larger shift occasionally takes place, as can be seen in the last set of notes grouped together in 
Example 6.2. Here finger 1 jumps from an E-flat to an F-sharp, rather than to an E-natural, and 
then continues to move up chromatically. The performer must not rely on the chromatic pattern 
here, but take care to find and mark these larger shifts amidst an otherwise predictable motive. 
Motive 1 flows seamlessly to left-hand pizzicato passages (Motive 2), a technique that 
also makes its debut in Caprice No. 6. Left-hand pizzicato has long been a signature of the 
virtuosic show piece. It is memorably used in Heinrich Wilhelm Ernst’s Grand Caprice on 
Schubert’s Der Erlkönig, D. 328 (1854) and Last Rose of Summer (1864) for solo violin. 
However, the use of left-hand pizzicato in fast sixteenth-note passages by Paganini and Sarasate 







Ex. 6.3: Paganini Caprice No. 24, Variation 9 
	
 
Each pizzicato note is plucked with the finger that is down on the fingerboard from the previous 
note. Short staccato bow strokes are used for notes where this is not possible – following an open 
string, a string change, or the start of a new section. Figure 6.1 shows the opening measures of 
Variation 9 with markings adopted from violin pedagogue Simon Fisher.13 The circled numbers 




Ex. 6.4: Paganini Caprice No. 24, Variation 9 with playing and plucking fingerings 
	
 
Sciarrino follows this style asking for the bow to be used col legno battuto (hitting on the bow 
stick) for certain notes, but there are still many pizzicato notes expected in places where Paganini 
and Sarasate allowed the bow to alleviate the demands on the left-hand. In order to execute all of 
																																																								
13 Simon Fisher, Practice  (UK: Edition Peters, 2004), 140. 
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Sciarrino’s pizzicato indications, numerous shifts must be made and a plucking finger must 
always be in place even if that finger has not been used for a previous note. 
 
   
 
Ex. 6.5: Sciarrino Caprice No. 6, Motive 2, playing and plucking fingerings (p. 1, line 1) 
	
 
In the case of Caprice No. 6, motive 2 can be executed with a repeated 2-1 fingering pattern (  3  
-   2   plucking fingering pattern), crossing to a different string when necessary, much like the 
fingering pattern for motive 1. Again, the odd notes, now played with finger 2, move 
chromatically to and from one another, in the same manner as the even notes. These two 
motives, which make up the Introduction of Caprice No. 6, push the performer and listener to 
broaden the range of technique and sound possibilities of the violin.  
 As the Caprice moves through the five sections, familiar ideas make a return from  
previous caprices. Because each caprice focuses so intensely on very few motives, the listener 
will recognize the articulations, rapid glissandos, and trilled harmonics from the recent past. 




Ex. 6.6: Sciarrino Caprice No. 6, Variation 1 (p. 1, lines 3 – 5) 
	
 
The following figures show the close relationships between the motives of Caprice No. 6 and 
figures or motives from the previous caprices. Motive 3’s double-stop harmonic trills are 
reminiscent of the dominant feature in Caprice No. 2. 
        
 
Ex. 6.7a: Sciarrino Caprice No. 6, Motive 3 (p. 1, line 4)   Ex. 6.7b: Sciarrino Caprice No. 2, excerpt     
(p. 1, line 2 of   Caprice No. 2) 
	
In Caprice No. 6, some artificial-harmonic trills call for a distance of a fifth between the 
fundamental and the harmonic, as in the case of the second trill of Example 6.7a. The motive 
ends with double-stop natural-harmonic trills that require two or three fingers to execute. One 
double-stop of the trill is always an interval of a fifth and played with one finger (Example 6.8).  
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 Ex. 6.8: Sciarrino Caprice No. 6, Motive 3 possible fingerings (p. 1, line 5) 
	
Of great importance is Sciarrino’s note, on the bottom of the first page of Caprice No. 6, showing 
two different harmonic notations and first appears in this last caprice.  
  
Ex. 6.9a: Sciarrino Caprice No. 6, traditional harmonic notation 
 
 
Ex. 6.9b: Sciarrino Caprice No. 6, Sciarrino harmonic notation 
 
The traditional harmonica notation indicates a traditional trill where the bottom finger is fixed 
while the upper finger flutters on and off. Sciarrino’s harmonic notation, which leaves out the 
bottom left side of the harmonic diamond, indicates a trill where both fingers alternate touching 
the string at the notated partials. 
 
Caprice No. 6’s motive 4 is a combination of figures from Caprice Nos. 4 and 5. 
     




The first half of the motive (4a) references two different slurred figures from the previous 
caprices. One uses a fingering pattern that is a fragment of that seen in Caprice No. 4. The other 
contains the same harmonic pitch couplings that dominate the fifth caprice. 
     
     Caprice No. 6, motive 4a (p. 1, line 4) Caprice No. 4, motive 3 (p. 1, line 1 of Caprice No. 4) 
 
            
        
         Caprice No. 6, motive 4a (p. 1, line 5)               Caprice No. 5, opening 
 
Ex. 6.11: Sciarrino Caprice No. 6, Motive 4a 
	
The second half of the motive (4b) recalls the jeté glissando from Caprice no. 4. This time, rather 
than employ a glissando, the difficulty of the technique is maximized by doubling each 
chromatic step. These figures must be played completely on one string, ensuring that the 
harmonic, whether artificial or natural, result in a sounding pitch that is a half-step from the 
previous pitch. 
       
 Caprice No. 6, motive 4b (p. 1, line 4)              Caprice No. 4, motive 4 (p. 1, line 6 of Caprice No. 4) 
 







Motive 5 is nearly identical to Motive 2 of Caprice No. 4, from the notation to the dynamic 
inflection. 
                     
 
Caprice No. 6, motive 5 (p. 2, line 3)               Caprice No. 4, motive 2 (p. 2, line 4 of Caprice No. 4) 
 
Ex. 6.13: Sciarrino Caprice No. 6, Motive 5 
	
In fact, Sciarrino asks the performer (with triple asterisks) to refer to notes in Caprice No. 4 in 
regards to this motive. 
 Variation 2 begins with the instantly recognizable wild oscillation figure from Caprice 
No. 4, and once again Sciarrino refers the performer to performance notes in the earlier caprice. 
      
 
    Caprice No. 6, motive 6 (p. 1, line 5)                 Caprice No. 4, motive 1 (p. 1, line 1) 
 
Ex. 6.14: Sciarrino Caprice No. 6, Motive 6 
	
In Caprice No. 6, the distance of the oscillation on one string is a minor sixth, rather than the 
major sixth distance in No. 4. The minor sixth interval (always from first position to sixth 
position on finger 1) makes the starting and ending pitch both at the ninth partial. On the G-
string, this will be a sounding pitch of A at three octaves above the fundamental. The major sixth 
interval in Caprice No. 4 oscillates between the ninth and eleventh partials. In both cases, the 
difficulty of oscillating at a large interval at the fast speed makes the probability of hitting the 
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partial low. Rather, it is the wildness and the noise of the ascending and descending glissando 
that takes priority. 
 The variation continues with a rotation of motives 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Additionally, a 




Ex. 6.15: Sciarrino Caprice No. 6, Motive 7 (p. 2, line 1) 
	
	
This motive appears ascending, descending, or both. It is the only figure from the entire set of 
caprices in which non-harmonic tones are played consecutively. Even so, it is written in such a 
high range that it mimics the high sound of harmonics. For the performer, the execution of 
motive 7 is close to that of motive 5 (Example 6.13) – with the glissando being marked by the 
first finger. In the case of motive 5, fingers 1, 2 and 4 create a flutter harmonic trill. The result of 
the two motives, however, is starkly different. Sciarrino indicates in the score that the pitches in 
motive 5 should be inaudible. In contrast, motive 7 only needs two fingers to implement the 
audible whole-step trill. 
 The next variation combines motive 6 with a new motive – motive 8, which is 
reminiscent of the jeté and tremolo strokes from Caprice No. 4 as well as the memorable 
arpeggios from Caprice No. 1. 
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Caprice No. 6, motive 8 (p. 2, line 4)           Caprice No. 4, motive 4 (p. 1, line 1 of Caprice No. 4)               Caprice No. 1 ( opening figures) 
 
Ex. 6.16: Sciarrino Caprice No. 6, Motive 8 
	
	
Motive 8 of the sixth caprice introduces a jeté stroke which melts into a brief tremolo. In this 
case, there is no indication of the number of notes under the bouncing stroke. It is left to chance, 
much like a tremolo. The performer must abruptly increase the bow speed immediately following 
the jeté in order to execute the accent at the start of the tremolo. This is best done above the 
midpoint of the bow, where the bow will produce a quicker bounce than at the balance point. The 
arpeggio, played on an up-bow, will bring the bow back to the original spot for the next jeté 
tremolo. In Variation 3 and the subsequent variations, all arpeggios consist of partials three, four, 
and/or five across all four strings. Sounding pitches will include an octave plus a fifth above the 
fundamental (partial three), two octaves above the fundamental (partial four), and two octaves 
plus a major third above the fundamental (partial five). All the arpeggios must be bowed across 
the four strings, just as in the case of the arpeggios in Caprice No. 1, and played in third position 
with left-hand fingers one (partial four), two (partial three), and/or three (partial five). Motive 8 
can be comfortably executed entirely in third position.  
 Variation 4 adds one new motive to those from the previous variations; it directly quotes 
the memorable tasto ponticello brush-stroke from Caprice No. 3. 
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 Caprice No. 6, motive 9 (p. 2, line 5)                    Caprice No. 3, lines 4 – 5  
 
Ex. 6.17: Sciarrino Caprice No. 6, Motive 9 
	
 
As the caprice continues into Variation 5, the opening tasto / ponticello figure from the third 
caprice now appears. 
 
  
Ex. 6.18: Sciarrino Caprice No. 6, Motive 10 (p. 3, line 2) 
 
Motive 10 only appears twice in Caprice No. 6, and it marks a return to the beginning of the 
caprice. The rotation of motives makes its way backwards to motive 1. As the music continues to 
spin, the harmonic arpeggios from Caprice No. 1 unexpectedly appear. This coda of wandering 
harmonic arpeggios and chromatically rising glissandi ends the entire set of six caprices 
(Example 6.19). The score even indicates the tempo with “Tempo del I Caprice” at the beginning 
of the section. 
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Ex. 6.19: Sciarrino Caprice No. 6, Coda 
 
The caprice finishes with a harmonic pizzicato chord at the second partial on all four strings 
(Example 6.19) just as Paganini’s Caprice No. 24 ends with a declamatory chord. The technique 
of harmonic pizzicato is not called for often, but it is an extended technique used in 
contemporary compositions for strings. In Sciarrino’s caprices, the plucking of an octave 
harmonic on an open string produces a sound that is clear in comparison to everything else in the 
work. For the best resonance, the violinist should lift the left hand finger off the nodes just after 
the chord is plucked. The sfp dynamic ensures that the harmonics will ring with nearly the same 
resonance as the open strings. It serves to remind us that the exploration of new sounds and 
techniques throughout all six caprices was indeed executed on the traditional violin.  
In my analysis of Caprice No. 6, I used different colors to signify the different motives 
(Example 6.20). Sciarrino’s final caprice revisits the ideas and sounds of his earlier caprices,  
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similar to the summation of Paganini’s Caprices in Caprice No. 24. At the same time, Sciarrino 
reflects on the techniques he has created throughout his caprices, underscoring the variety of 
































































 At first glance, the score of Sciarrino’s Sei Capricci for solo violin is intimidating, with 
harmonics incorporated into several of the most difficult techniques for violin – continous 
ricochet, double-stops flying across all the strings, multiple voicings with trills, and acrobatic 
jumps all over the fingerboard. However, after careful study, one can see that the harmonics 
apply the signature sound world of Sciarrino to a piece that is carefully crafted to idiomatically 
pay respect to earlier virtuosic violin repertoire.  
  Sciarrino pushes the boundaries for both the listener and the performer, creating an 
intense but quiet energy throughout the caprices while pushing the boundaries of the virtuosic 
violin techniques made fashionable by Paganini. Techniques such as glissando ricochet are 
paired with artificial harmonics while thorny double-stop passages are paired with an innovative 
vertical brush stroke that rarely creates enough friction to realize the pitches of the harmonics. 
Combinations of difficult feats are written in rapid succession at brisk tempi, forcing the violinist 
to make big leaps on the fingerboard and jarring string crossings at an extreme ppp. Sciarrino’s 
caprices showcase original techniques as well; for example, the rapidly vaccilating glissando at a 
major sixth interval from Caprice No. 4 and the tasto / ponticello brush-stroke from Caprice No. 
3. 
 Sciarrino borrows old forms such as binary and da capo aria for his caprices, forms that 
Paganini uses in many of the 24 Caprices. Within these forms, Sciarrino uses gestures and 
motives in a manner analogous to themes and phrases, giving the performer a familiar path to 
follow while navigating the extremely quiet dynamic range and challenging passage-work. 
Recognizing the returning gestures and motives in the caprices provides a framework for the 
violinist to organize all of the content provided in the score. Furthermore, as in most classical 
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repertoire, understanding the larger plan in this piece gives the performer room to focus on 
gestural momentum or the contrasting sounds of the motives rather than becoming preoccupied 
with perfecting each individual harmonic. 
 The Sei Capricci, as a whole set, delivers an experience that brings new life to the violin, 
although each caprice is independent enough to stand alone. With its distinct sound qualities, 
idiomatic violin writing, and innovative approach to the instrument, there is little doubt that it is 






















Year Artist Album Label 
2018 Michael Barenboim, violin Sciarrino, Tartini, Berio, Paganini  Accentus 
2017 Irvine Arditti, violin Caprices: Irvine Arditti Aeon 
2016 Marco Fusi, violin and viola Salvatore Sciarrino: Complete Works for 
Violin and for Viola 
Stradivarious 
Classical Music 
2015 Egidius Streiff, violin 6 Capricci Streiffzug 
2011 Aisha Orazbayeva, violin Aisha Orazbayeva Outside Nonclassical 
2006 Carolyn Widmann, violin Reflections I Delos Music 
Records 
2006 Barbara Lüneburg, violin The Refined Ear Coviello Classics 
1993 Marco Rogliano, violin 
Massimiliano Damerini, piano 
Salvatore Sciarrino: Caprices pour 
Violon – Un’Immagine D’Arpocrate 
Accord 
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